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Tonight I decided it was time to make another pizza. Something about having the Duke-Pitt game on TV, having all day to let the dough rise and add a lot of toppings to spare, and picking up a sweaty husband from the gym just yelled PIZZA! for me. I've been planning this since I brought back half my
Grilled Chicken Margarita chili and decided it wouldn't be good on its own. But instead of throwing it away, I thought I'd cut it and at least use it as a pizza topping! For the southwest half, I added some cumin and garlic powder, then the chicken (which was once conveniently seasoned with peak and some
other mysterious chili spices that I'd probably rather not know...), and for the Greek half, I used some Italian marinated chicken I made for Ben last night, along with some Greek spices, vegetables and feta. 1 whole wheat pizza dough (Harris Teeter) EVOO 1 cup reduced sodium tomato sauce Greek
seasonings: 1/2 tablespoon each dried oregano, Italian seasoning, Greek seasoning Greek toppings: chopped broccoli, chicken, black olives, tomatoes, feta cheese Southwest seasonings: 1/2 tablespoon each cumin and garlic powder, 1/4 tablespoon red pepper flakes Southwest Pepper Flakes
Toppings: chicken, black olives, black beans, frozen corn, parsley, shredded cheddar cheese Preheat oven to 450 deg. Let the pizza dough reach room temperature for at least 1 hour, summing it to knead gently every half hour or more. Spray a pizza pan with cooking spray. Give the dough a few dents,
then press to the sides of the pan using your fingertips (if it comes back, give it a few minutes and let it rise a little further, then continue pressing to the sides. You can also leave the dough hanging at your fingertips and let gravity help stretch it!) Water with a little EVOO and use your fingers to spread
across the surface of the dough. Top with sauce and seasonings, then add the toppings to make 1/2 the Greek pie, and 1/2 Southwest! Use to 450 for 15 minutes or until the crust is golden and soft. Cut into as many pieces as you want! Jump to Recipe Jump to Video Print RecipeEpre how to make pizza
at home! This is the only guide you will need to make homemade pizza in the oven. There are just a few secrets and tips for making pizza at home with pasta purchased at the store. This recipe is so simple that you can make pizza at home without a pizza stone or a roll. You don't even have to make
homemade pizza dough! All you need is ~20 minutes, a pot of leaves, pre-made pasta shop, and a desire to eat delicious homemade pizza. There are some secrets and tips for making pizza at home with the dough purchased from the store. This is topped with ham, cheese and fresh basil. With this step-
by-step guide to making Homemade, you will learn: Where to buy fresh pizza dough pre-made how to store pizza dough so that it is ready for pizza night any day of the to get pizza dough to climb Techniques for stretching store bought pasta (once you learn my tips on how to stretch pizza dough to pizza
from foil pan, you'll be a pro)How to pre bake pizza crust before adding toppingsPizza toppingsThe best oven temperature for home-made pizza At the end of this post is one of my favorite homemade pizza recipe ideas. With a few tips, you can turn pre-made pasta into delicious chewed pizza crust.
Ready for over 10 years of secrets and tips for making pizza at home with pasta bought in the store? First, you have to know how to get pre-made dough to climb... Example of store bought pasta from Trader Joe's. The one on the left was frozen, and was thawed overnight in the fridge. He's climbing up
the counter. The pre-made dough on the right was not set on the counter to climb. Note the difference for comparison. Do you have frozen pasta from the supermarket? Check out this delicious pizza with frozen pre-made pizza crust. Shopping at Whole Foods? Check out my bbq chicken recipe at Whole
Foods pizza dough. How to get pizza dough to climb Many people struggle with the first step of making pizza at home with pasta bought in the store. That's because the stretching store bought pasta is difficult when it's cold. The pizza dough needs at least 30 minutes and up to 3 hours to climb, out of the
fridge. Here is an easy trick to allow the dough to have plenty of time to climb. Place it near a window or wrap it in a kitchen towel and place it on the counter. If you're short on time, use a kitchen towel straight from the dryer – a little heat will help. Here's another trick. If you're making pizza at home right
after buying ingredients at the store, let the pre-made pasta sit near a sunny car window on the ride home. Growing up, that's what my mother always did. Here are tips on choosing the best pizza shop purchased for pizza night. Once the pizza dough rises, it's time to shape the dough. How to shape pizza
doughBeing rectangle pizza to a pot of leaves is very, very easy when you get the hang of it. Watch the recipe video at the bottom of this page for step-by-step instructions. Or follow these step-by-step photo instructions to lean as you stretch the pizza dough. Step 1-2.Flour lightly a large working space
like a butcher block, cutting board or clean counter. Press both sides of the fresh dough against the flour. Step 3-4. First, work the outside of the pizza dough by pinching it with your fingers to make the crust. Then, working against a flat surface, move to the center of the dough and push the dough out to
make a larger base. As you expand the dough, take a light flour powder, which will help the size of the dough to grow. Step five. Once the dough has spread as far as possible against the cutting board, gently pick up the dough. With your hands under the dough, use your fingers to stretch the dough in
vertical and horizontal movements. Adding some flour flour help the mass expand. Step 6-8. Work the dough until it expands enough to cover your pan of leaves. Go back and forth between pushing the dough and using your fingers as needed. Add light flour powder as needed to help the dough retain the
progress you have made. Don't worry about the dough being a perfect shape. All the pizzas are beautiful. At any time, patch holes as they appear folding over the dough. Step 9. Prepare a baking tree with parchment paper and a dray of olive oil. Step 10. Gently transfer the pizza dough to the baking dish.
Push the pre-made dough to where it will go to the edge of the baking pan. Shaping round pizza is similar, but you'll start forming the dough into a perfectly round ball. Follow the instructions above, but instead of pulling the dough in vertical and horizontal movements, you will want to stretch the dough in a
circular motion. It's easy to make a classic round pizza with this ventilated pizza pot. Don't add toppings yet! First, bake the pre-made doughIt is super important to pre-bake the pizza crust once before adding pizza toppings. Follow the recipe at the end of this post for details on how to use the pizza dough
at 450 degrees in the middle oven rack. After the dough serves naked, add the toppings and asse the pizzaWhen making pizza at home, it is crucial to use a very high temperature, once you add the toppings, to get quality pizza restaurant. After baking the pizza dough, add the toppings and finish the
baking dish in the oven at 500 degrees until the cheese melts. This final cooking will take about 7-10 minutes. Where to buy pre-made shop bought pizza doughBuy fresh pizza dough pre-made at a local bakery, Trader Joe's or Whole Foods.Trader Joe's also has a garlic &amp; herbs pizza dough that is
quite tasty. See my post on Trader Joe's Pizza Dough Tips.How to store pizza dough in the fridge or freezer If you don't plan to use the pizza dough purchased for a few days or weeks, keep it fresh in the fridge or freezer. In the fridge, the pre-made pizza dough will be fresh for a few days. In the freezer,
the pizza dough can last a few months. When you are ready to defrost the pizza dough, move it to the refrigerator overnight. Then take it out in the morning to expand in time for dinner. My freezer is always stocked with pizza dough and frozen cheese. And my pantry is always stocked with pizza
seasoning and pizza sauce. And thanks to my husband, my fridge is always stocked with craft beer to go with the pizza. Pizza topping ideasSauce – Classic red pizza sauce, BBQ sauce, Alfredo sauce, or a simple garlic and olive oil for a white pizza, as used in this pear pizza and goat cheese. Cheese -
A traditional is a popular melted cheese, as well as fontina and cheddar. If you're looking for a bold-tasting cheese, try bleu cheese, smoked gouda or goat goat sprinkled upon a melting cheese. Meats, fruits and vegetables – If you're looking for something out of traditional toppings (pepperoni, ham, sous
vide chicken, sausage, sous vide bacon,), be creative with seasonal fruits and vegetables. For fruits, try roasted cherry tomatoes, pineapple, pears, cherries and apples. For vegetables, try pumpkin, zucchini and caramelized red onion. And don't forget fresh herbs for pizza! Add delicate herbs such as
basil after the pizza has finished baking in the oven. The good and good combination of beer and pizza not a pizza ingredient, by itself... but beer can be a great addition to pizza, even if you're no longer in college. Looking for a beer + pizza straightening? My friend Sarah, another Portland blogger from
Twenty Something and Tipsy has milkshake IPAs to share with you... She made her version of this homemade pizza recipe with trader Joe's pasta shop. Your pre-made grocery pizza is topped with sautéed mushrooms and vegan sausage. Sarah likes to dip her pizza in ranch sauce. My own big fat pizza
fails... I've been making pizza at home in the oven or on the grill for over a decade. (whenever I say something lasted a decade I feel suuuuuuper old!) Once a barbecue accidentally caught fire, but that was a controllable failure. My brother saved the day with a fire extinguisher and now we have a story
almost caught in the burning house to laugh. Again, I left the store buying pizza dough outside on a deck table to climb. Can you blame me? It seemed like a great idea to have the mass rising in the sun, mother nature's original mass heater. Well, that turned out to be a horrible idea because of a hungry
creature. When I looked out the window to check the progress of my dough, I found a squirrel eating the dough through the bag. In short, don't be angry when making pizza at home with the pasta bought in the store. Let him up there. I'm so excited to spread the word about this easy to make home pizza
recipe! I made so many friends with readers who made this pizza successfully, I hope you're next on the list! Tasty tips + notes to make homemade pizzaThe struggle to lengthen the pizza dough letting it rise in advance. Never add toppings to the raw pizza dough. Cook the pizza twice. First, cook the pre-
made dough naked without toppings. On the second trip to the oven, add all the ingredients and cook the pizza until the cheese melts and the crust is golden. Brush the olive oil around the perimeter of the dough to create a golden crust. Season the crust. Sprinkle the crust with parmesan and a little light
salt. Add any fresh herb, such as basil, after the pizza is made by assanding (so the herbs do not wither)Pizza is for game day served with chicken wings sous vide with bleu cheese sauce One of my favorite pizzas is bbq chicken pizza. Learn to Chicken breast in less than 20 minutes so you can add it to
pizza, too. Special seasonings and tools to make pizza at homeMore Italian recipes that people love... Let me know when you make your tasty homemade pizza. Be sure to leave a comment and rate the recipe. It means a lot to hear from Sip Bite Go readers and I love seeing pictures of your food! Don't
forget to tag me @sipbitego Instagram so I can see how the recipe turned out. Subscribe to the Sip Bite Go channel for my best recipes. Print 1 bag of pizza dough (I use pre-made dough) 16 oz pizza sauce 2 tablespoons dried herbs pizza/pasta mixture or oregano/parsley 3 tablespoons flour 1
tablespoon olive oil 2 tablespoons optional Parmesan cheese, for the crust 1 pinch Salt 8 oz shredded mozzarella or fontina or cheddar 2/3 cup ham toppings, chicken, pineapple, onion, etc. 2 tablespoons chopped basilLet mass rise. Keeping the store bought dough in the bag, place it on a counter for 30
minutes until a few hours. When you are ready to make the pizza, preheat the oven to 450 degrees F. Stretch the dough. Place raw pre-made dough on top of the flour, coating each side. Start stretching the dough by pinching the outside in a circular motion to spread it. Then you can switch between
pinching the dough with your fingers, pressing it out on your work surface, and using your fingers to pull the dough down in an external motion. Usually some moves work best! When it is large enough, transfer it to a pan lined with parchment paper and a light dray of olive oil. Use the bare pizza dough in
the oven at 450 for 7 minutes. During this time, prepare for roofs. Once the dough is cooked for 7 minutes, remove it and preheat the oven to 500. Brush the olive oil around the perimeter of the dough to create a golden crust. Add the sauce, dried herbs, cheese and other toppings. Sprinkle the crust with
parmesan and a little light salt. Add pizza sauce, dried herbs, cheese and other toppings. Use the pizza at 500 for 7-10 minutes, removing when the cheese melts. Sprinkle chopped basil and let the pizza cool for a few minutes before cutting and serving. Avoid the struggle of stretching the pizza dough by
letting it rise in advance. Never add toppings to the raw pizza dough. Cook the pizza twice. First, cook the pre-made dough naked without toppings. On the second trip to the oven, add all the ingredients and cook the pizza until the cheese melts and the crust is golden. Brush the olive oil around the
perimeter of the dough to create a golden crust. Season the crust. Sprinkle the crust with parmesan and a little light salt. This dough seasoning is the secret to the real homemade pizza dough of Italian. Add pizza seasoning in the purchased pizza sauce store. That makes the pizza very fresh! Add any
fresh herb, such as basil, after the pizza is made to bake (so the herbs don't wither)Pizza pros cut their with just a few blows, using big old pizza cutter. Roast pizza on a baking tree rim so that the edges turn a beautiful golden brown. This set of baking pans will allow you to make several pizzas at the
same time. Share your pizza with me! I'd love to see what you do. Find me @sipbitego Instagram and check #sipbitego with your pizza! Making pizza at home with store-bought pasta (Sip Bite Go)* Daily Porcs values are based on a 2000 calorie diet. Amazon Disclosure - We are participants in the
Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means to earn fees by linking to Amazon.com and affiliate sites. Sites.
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